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1 ITN TIMELINE 
ITN Time Schedule and Deadlines – all activities are by 5:00 pm Eastern Time Zone 

Issuance of ITN March 8, 2023 

Last Date for Request for Clarification March 16, 2023 

Responses to Requests for Clarification March 21, 2023 

ITN Response Deadline March 30, 2023 

Selection of Finalist(s) April 10, 2023 

Interviews/Presentations at SBA (if necessary) April 17, 2023 

Final Selection by SBA on or before April 24, 2023 

Note:  The SBA reserves the right, in its discretion to change the ITN Timeline without liability. Changes 
will be posted on the SBA website, and may be provided directly to Respondents/Finalists upon request 
via email. The timing and sequence of events resulting from this ITN will be determined solely by the SBA. 

2 DESIGNATED CONTACT 
Jennifer Williams 

State Board of Administration of Florida 
1801 Hermitage Boulevard, Suite 100 

Tallahassee, Florida 32308 
Phone: 850-413-1281 

Email: procurement@sbafla.com 

Do not contact other SBA staff or any member of the SBA’s Board of Trustees (or their respective staff) 
regarding this solicitation request.   Direct all correspondence during the solicitation process to the 
contact listed above. 

NOTE: TO VIEW ATTACHMENTS, DOWNLOAD FILE AND OPEN WITH ADOBE, NOT A WEB BROWSER.
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3 PURPOSE 
The SBA is issuing this ITN for the purpose of soliciting responses from qualified individuals or firms 
(hereinafter referred to as Respondents) offering claims examination services to review losses reported 
by participating insurers of the FHCF and receiving reimbursements under the FHCF or RAP program as 
further described in the Scope of Services in Appendix A.  

The successful Respondents will need to demonstrate exceptional credentials and expertise necessary to 
provide such claims examination services.  To be considered, each Respondent’s response must meet 
the standards and requirements set forth in Section 7, Response Submission Requirements.   

The SBA intends to select up to 5 Respondents to provide claims examination services; however, the 
actual pool may be more or less, as determined by the SBA, in its sole discretion, at any time during this 
ITN process.  The examination process is intended to meet the requirements of the SBA’s duties under 
the law.  Section 215.555(4)(f), Florida Statutes, states, in part, “in order to ensure that insurers have 
properly reported the losses for which reimbursements have been made, the board shall inspect, 
examine, and verify the records of each insurer’s covered policies… for the specific purpose of validating 
the accuracy of… losses required to be reported under the terms and conditions of the reimbursement 
contract.” Similar authority is given in the governing statutes for RAP and FORA.   

On September 28, 2022, Hurricane Ian made its first U.S. landfall at 3:05 p.m. near Cayo Costa in 
southwestern Florida as a Category 4 storm. As a result of this event, reimbursements are currently 
being made to FHCF participants as well as insurers covered under the Reinsurance to Assist 
Policyholders (RAP) program in Contract Year 2022. Examinations will be conducted to verify the 
accuracy of reported losses in both programs. The SBA is seeking proposals from qualified and 
experienced Respondents to conduct those claims examinations. 

 

4 GENERAL INFORMATION AND BACKGROUND 

4.1 GENERAL INFORMATION 
The SBA intends to enter into a contract with qualified Respondents to provide claims examination 
services. If a Respondent desires to work in concert with one or more vendors, then each vendor must 
separately complete the exhibits set forth in this solicitation in order for all vendors to be considered as 
Respondents for this engagement. The final fee and the basis thereof will be determined during contract 
review and negotiation.  

The issuance of this solicitation is merely the beginning of the negotiation process. Alternate means of 
accomplishing the requirements specified herein, with reasonable assurance of satisfactory results, will 
be considered and may be accepted, at the SBA’s sole discretion, without further addendum to the 
solicitation. The SBA may, at its sole discretion, enter into one or more contracts that include terms 
(including terms relating to pricing and services) that are materially different from the requirements of 
this solicitation or the terms of any response submitted under this solicitation.  
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As a result, the SBA may consider any and all responses (including modifications to any response), any 
information obtained from oral interviews or on-site reviews (if any), the negotiation process between 
the SBA and one or more of the Respondents, or information from any other source or alternative in 
determining whether to enter into one or more contracts and the terms and provisions of such contract.  

Any contract that shall serve as the agreement between the parties will be developed through the 
negotiation process and will not be binding until reduced to writing and executed by the parties. 

The SBA may enter into negotiations with the Respondent(s) in order to achieve the most desired 
results. The SBA reserves the right to negotiate concurrently or separately with competing Respondents 
any time after the finalists are selected. The SBA reserves the right to accept portions of a competing 
Respondent’s response and use such portions to form an overall program in the best interest of the SBA. 
Furthermore, the SBA shall have the right to use any or all ideas or adaptations of the ideas presented in 
any response received pursuant to this solicitation. Selection or rejection of a response will not affect 
this right. The SBA reserves the right to reject any and all responses or portions thereof. The SBA 
reserves the right to withdraw this solicitation or a portion of this solicitation without selecting a vendor. 
The right of the SBA to set aside submitted proposals and re-negotiate with its existing vendors is 
retained without exception. 

This document contains instructions governing the responses to be submitted and the materials to be 
included therein, a description of services to be provided to the SBA, requirements that must be met to 
be eligible for consideration, general evaluation criteria, and other requirements to be met by each 
Respondent.  

Responses to this solicitation should be sufficiently detailed to demonstrate the Respondent’s expertise, 
experience, and capabilities to provide the requested services. The SBA reserves the right to withdraw 
this solicitation or a portion of this solicitation, at any time prior to the final award. 

4.2 OVERVIEW OF THE SBA 
The State Board of Administration of Florida (the “SBA” or the “Board”) is a component of Florida state 
government that provides a variety of investment services to various governmental entities. These 
include managing the assets of the Florida Retirement System (FRS) Pension Plan (a defined benefit 
plan) and Investment Plan (a defined contribution plan), the Lawton Chiles Endowment Fund, the Local 
Government Surplus Funds Trust Fund (Florida PRIME), the Hurricane Catastrophe Fund, the Lottery 
Fund, and a variety of smaller funds.  

A Board of Trustees (the “Trustees”) governs the SBA and is comprised of elected officials of the State of 
Florida:  the Governor, as Chair; the Chief Financial Officer, and the Attorney General. The Trustees have 
ultimate authority and oversight for the SBA’s overall strategy.   

The Trustees delegate authority to the SBA’s Executive Director and Chief Investment Officer, who 
serves at the discretion of the Trustees and is responsible for managing and directing all administrative, 
personnel, budgeting, investment policy, and investment functions. The Executive Director oversees 
more than 200 professional and administrative support staff.  

The Trustees appoint nine members to serve on the Investment Advisory Council (the “Council”). The 
Council reviews investments made by the staff of the SBA and makes recommendations regarding 
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investment policy, strategy and procedures. The Council meets on an ongoing basis to discuss general 
investment policies and broad topics related to the general economic outlook.  

The Trustees appoint three members to serve on the SBA Audit Committee. The Audit Committee assists 
the Trustees in fulfilling their oversight responsibilities in the areas of financial reporting, internal 
controls and risks assessment, audit processes, and compliance. The Audit Committee meets at least on 
a quarterly basis.  

The SBA provides investment management of assets of the Florida Retirement System (FRS) Trust Fund. 
The Division of Retirement of the Department of Management Services, the administrative agency for 
the FRS Pension Plan, provides full accounting and administration of benefits and contributions for the 
FRS Pension Plan. The Division of Retirement initiates actuarial studies, recommends benefit and 
contribution changes, and proposes rules for the administration of the FRS Pension Plan.   

The SBA is the administrator of the FRS Investment Plan.  The State Legislature has the responsibility of 
setting contribution and benefit levels and providing statutory guidance for the administration of the 
FRS, as applicable. 

Florida Hurricane Catastrophe Fund  

The Florida Hurricane Catastrophe Fund (FHCF) was created by Section 215.555, Florida Statutes, in 
November 1993, for the purpose of reimbursing certain insurers writing policies covering residential 
property in the State of Florida for a portion of their catastrophic hurricane losses. The FHCF is a trust 
fund within the meaning of Article III, Section 19 (f)(d) of the Florida Constitution. 

Pursuant to law, the FHCF is administered by the SBA. The management and day-to-day operations of 
the FHCF is the responsibility of the FHCF Chief Operating Officer, who reports directly to the SBA's 
Executive Director. The Chief Operating Officer currently manages thirteen professional and 
administrative support staff. 

All authorized insurers in Florida that write covered policies, as defined in Section 215.555, Florida 
Statutes, are required annually to enter into a reimbursement contract with the SBA, to report their 
exposure, and to pay an actuarially indicated premium.  Each year, participating insurers are sent the 
FHCF data call instructions, which outline how their exposure data is required to be reported. In the 
event of a hurricane with losses large enough to exceed an insurer's retention and thus trigger FHCF 
coverage, insurers are required to report their losses by calendar year-end and quarterly thereafter. In 
general, the FHCF reimburses insurers based on paid losses. The law governing the FHCF also provides 
for advances to certain insurers under the limited circumstances outlined therein. 

Funding for reimbursable losses comes from the available cash balance, reimbursement premium due 
from participating insurers, risk transfer, if any, and the issuance of revenue bonds. 

As of Contract Year 2022, there are 150 participating companies in the FHCF. The FHCF conducts claims 
examinations on losses on covered policies as submitted by insurers on the Proof of Loss Report. The 
Proof of Loss Report contains loss information related to a specific covered event along with a request 
for reimbursement for covered losses paid by the insurer.  The purpose of the claims examinations is to 
review the accuracy of the loss data reported to the FHCF. 

Additional information regarding the FHCF is available on the FHCF’s website at https://fhcf.sbafla.com/. 

 

https://fhcf.sbafla.com/
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Florida Reinsurance to Assist Policyholders Program  

The Reinsurance to Assist Policyholders (“RAP”) program was created by the Florida Legislature under s. 
215.5551, F.S. and became effective on May 26, 2022.  The program is administered by the SBA and 
provides a non-recurring total of $2 billion in coverage for a portion of RAP insurers’ hurricane losses over 
a two-year period. This program is funded by General Revenue funds and is designed to be accessed by 
participants prior to the FHCF layer of coverage.  
 
Claims examinations will be conducted on losses submitted by RAP insurers when covered losses are 
incurred.  The purpose of the claims examinations is to review the accuracy of the loss data reported to 
the SBA. 
 
Additional information on the RAP program can be found at https:www.sbafla.com/fsb/Home/RAP.aspx 
 

Florida Optional Reinsurance Assistance Program 

The Florida Optional Reinsurance Assistance (“FORA") program, established in Section 215.5552, Florida 
Statutes, was created by the Florida Legislature and signed into law on December 16, 2022. The FORA 
program, administered by the SBA, is a one-year program designed to operate in conjunction with the 
RAP program and provides four optional layers of reinsurance. The Florida Legislature has allocated up 
to $1 billion in General Revenue funds to support this program.  

Claims examinations will be conducted on the losses submitted by FORA insurers when covered losses 
are incurred.  The purpose of the claims examinations is to review the accuracy of the loss data reported 
to the SBA. 

Additional information regarding the FORA program is available at 
https://www.sbafla.com/fsb/Home/FORA.aspx 

5 SOLICITATION REQUIREMENTS 

5.1 REQUESTS FOR CLARIFICATION 

5.1.1 If a Respondent discovers any ambiguity, conflict, discrepancy, omission, or other error in this 
solicitation, the Respondent should promptly notify the Designated Contact of such ambiguity, 
conflict, discrepancy, omission or other error and affirmatively request in writing a clarification 
or modification of the document. 

5.1.2 Requests for clarification regarding the specifications and/or requirements of this solicitation 
should be sent to the Designated Contact. Issues concerning the solicitation should be clearly 
identified in the subject line as related to this solicitation. All requests for clarification must be 
received by the date set forth in Section 1. 

5.1.3 The SBA reserves the right to accept or reject any or all requests for clarification, either in whole 
or in part, and may require requests to be clarified or supplemented through additional written 
submissions. Respondents will be notified of the rejection of their request for clarification. Oral 
requests for clarification will not be accepted.  

https://www.sbafla.com/fsb/Home/FORA.aspx
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5.1.4 Written requests for clarification accepted by the SBA, along with the corresponding responses, 
will be posted on the SBA website at www.sbafla.com, and the FHCF website at 
https://fhcf.sbafla.com.  Respondents unable to download clarification responses should direct 
their requests for copies via e-mail to the Designated Contact. Such clarification responses shall 
be considered an addendum to and, as such, an integral part of this solicitation. 

5.1.5 The SBA does not guarantee the validity or reliability of information obtained from other 
sources.  If it becomes necessary to revise any part of this solicitation, an addendum will be 
posted on the SBA website at www.sbafla.com and may be provided directly to the 
Respondents. The Respondents are responsible for checking the website for any addendums or 
updates. 

5.2 DISCLOSURE OF RESPONSE CONTENTS 
5.2.1 Florida places a high priority on the public’s right of access to governmental meetings and 

records. Pursuant to Chapter 119, Florida Statutes, the Florida Public Records Law, documents, 
and records made and received by the SBA in response to this solicitation are public records and 
must be made available for inspection in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 119, unless 
an exemption is applicable.  

5.2.2 If information is provided that could reasonably be ruled a “trade secret” as defined in Section 
812.081 or Section 688.002, Florida Statutes, include such information in a separate redacted 
version clearly marked – “Trade Secret Information.” Designation of items as “trade secret” by 
Respondents is not dispositive and does not guarantee that the items will not ultimately be 
disclosed pursuant to Chapter 119, Florida Statutes.  

5.2.3 By submitting a response, each Respondent further understands and agrees that the SBA shall 
have the right to use any and all information, records, documentation, or items, including any 
derivation or adaptation thereof or knowledge gained thereby, presented by any Respondent in 
any response, during any oral presentation, or otherwise in connection with this solicitation in 
negotiating and entering into any contract or for any purpose.  

5.2.4 The SBA shall have such rights regardless of whether the SBA enters into any contract with such 
Respondent or any Respondent under this solicitation, successfully negotiates any contract with 
any Respondent, rejects any or all responses to this solicitation, amends or withdraws this 
solicitation at any time, or otherwise satisfies its needs through alternative means. 

5.3 CONTRACT CLAUSES 
5.3.1 The selected Respondent(s) must accept and enter into a written services contract with the SBA 

to include the specific scope of work and SBA specific terms and conditions. See Standard 
Clauses for SBA Contracts, attached hereto as Appendix B.  

5.3.2 If Respondent does not agree to any terms specified within this solicitation, including the 
Standard Clauses for SBA Contracts (Appendix B), Respondent shall specifically identify 
exceptions or submit a red-line addendum containing all proposed changes with response. Final 
language will be negotiated in the contract negotiation phase. 

5.3.3 The contract will not include exculpatory clauses absolving the Respondent from liability arising 
from its actions.   

https://www.sbafla.com/fsb/
https://fhcf.sbafla.com/
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5.3.4 The contract will not include binding arbitration provisions, such as those typically found in 
Alternative Dispute Resolution Procedures.  

5.3.5 Any contract awarded as a result of this solicitation must be in full conformance with statutory 
and other legal requirements of the State of Florida. 

5.4 RESPONDENT GUARANTEES 

5.4.1 All terms and conditions submitted in response to the solicitation (all parts) must be guaranteed 
to remain effective and may not be changed, amended, modified, qualified, or otherwise altered 
by the selected Respondent(s) for a period beginning on the date of the response filing deadline 
for this solicitation, and ending at the execution of the related, negotiated contract.   

5.4.2 The submission of a response indicates the Respondent’s acceptance of the conditions 
contained in this solicitation, unless clearly and specifically noted in the response submitted and 
confirmed in the contract between the SBA and the Respondent selected. All responses shall 
remain valid and binding for at least 180 days from the date of submission. 

5.4.3 Any response which contains false or misleading statements, or which provides references 
which do not support an attribute, condition, or capability claimed in the response document, 
will not be considered by the SBA if, in the opinion of the SBA, such false or misleading 
statement was intended to mislead the SBA in its evaluation of the response. 

5.4.4 The submission of a response indicates that the response is not made in connection with any 
competing Respondent submitting a separate response to the solicitation and is in all respects 
fair and without collusion or fraud. The Respondent will not directly or indirectly induce any 
party to submit a false or sham response or to refrain from responding. In addition, the 
Respondent must affirm that it did not participate in the solicitation development process, had 
no knowledge of the specific contents of the solicitation prior to its issuance, and that no 
employee of the SBA participated directly or indirectly in the Respondent’s response 
preparation. Information provided by a Respondent to the SBA pursuant to a related Request 
for Information does not exclude a Respondent from submitting a response.   

5.5 ORAL INTERVIEWS/PRESENTATIONS 
Respondents selected as finalists in response to this solicitation may be required to conduct an 
oral interview/presentation with respect to their responses to the SBA. At the oral 
interview/presentation, each selected Respondent will be given an opportunity to clarify or 
elaborate on its response. The SBA will determine the occurrence, date, time, and location of 
such interviews/presentations. The oral interview/presentation will be used to assess the 
capability in satisfying the requirements set forth within this solicitation and will be audio 
recorded.  Audio recorded sessions will be subject to Florida public records laws prescribed in 
Chapter 119, Florida Statutes. 

5.6 CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

5.6.1 The Respondent must disclose whether any officer, director, employee, or agent is also a 
current or former employee of the SBA.  All Respondents must further disclose any factors, 
financial or otherwise, known to them which may give rise to a conflict of interest between the 
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Respondent and the SBA and its employees, or have the effect of impacting the ability of the 
Respondent to meet its responsibilities, duties, and obligations to the SBA, as set forth in this 
solicitation. 

5.6.2 The Respondent must explain in detail any potential for conflict of interest that would be 
created if the company provided services for the SBA. Include any activities of affiliated, 
subsidiary or parent organizations as well as other client relationships that might inhibit services 
to the SBA. Please disclose any business relationships and/or financial arrangements with any 
compliance system provider or investment manager that currently provides, or might be eligible 
to provide, compliance or investment management services to the SBA. 

5.7 SUBCONTRACTORS 
The Respondent shall disclose any subcontractor(s) that may be used to provide any portion of 
the services outlined in this solicitation. 

5.8 QUIET PERIOD 

5.8.1 The Respondent (its agents, officers, principals, and employees, including any individual assisting 
the Respondent in this process) will not engage in any written or verbal communication during 
the “selection period” (defined below) with the SBA (including the Executive Director of the SBA, 
the Evaluation Team, or any SBA employee, whether or not such individual or employee is 
assisting in the selection of the Respondent) regarding the merits of the Respondent, or 
regarding whether the SBA should retain or select the Respondent. An exception is given for the 
Designated Contact of the SBA Vendor Management Office and designated members of the 
Evaluation Team and Negotiation Team. Any unauthorized contact may disqualify the 
Respondent from further consideration.  Normal business communications are allowed for 
current SBA service providers who are also solicitation respondents. 

5.8.2 The Respondent will not engage in any lobbying efforts or other attempts to influence the SBA, 
the Executive Director of the SBA, the Evaluation Team, or SBA employees, in an effort to be 
selected. Any and all such efforts made by the Respondent or its agents, officers, principals, 
employees, or lobbyists will be promptly disclosed to the Executive Director of the SBA. 

5.8.3 The “selection period” for this solicitation begins on issuance of the solicitation per the Timeline 
and will continue until the final selection has been announced or the selection process is 
otherwise concluded. 

5.8.4 Nothing herein shall preclude a Respondent from seeking a request for clarification as provided 
herein. Nothing herein shall preclude the SBA from seeking clarification about the substance of 
the response to the solicitation as provided and within the time frame provided herein.  

5.9 MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS 

5.9.1 Respondents must be determined by the SBA, at its sole determination, to be financially capable 
of providing the services required in this solicitation. A Respondent, if requested, must be 
prepared to present evidence of experience, ability, service facilities, and financial standing 
necessary to satisfactorily meet the requirements set forth or implied in its response. 
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5.9.2 The Respondent, including the primary individuals directly assigned to conduct the claims 
examinations, must have a minimum of five years examining/auditing property insurers. 

5.9.3 The primary individuals directly assigned to provide claims examination services to the FHCF 
must possess one or more of the following professional designations:  
a. Certified Insurance Examiner (CIE) 
b. Accredited Insurance Examiner (AIE) 
c. Accredited Financial Examiner (AFE) 
d. Certified Financial Examiner (CFE) 
e. Certified Public Accountant (CPA) 
f. Chartered Property and Casualty Underwriter (CPCU) 

5.9.4 The Respondent must demonstrate its capabilities and experience examining policy coverages 
on personal residential policies, commercial residential policies, mobile home policies, 
farmowners policies, and any other covered policies as defined in Section 215.555, Florida 
Statutes. 

5.9.5 The Respondent must demonstrate its capabilities and experience examining property insurance 
claims.  

5.9.6 The Respondent must demonstrate its capabilities to work with Microsoft Access, Microsoft 
Excel (or similar), and Microsoft Word (or similar).  

5.10 FEE PROPOSAL 
Each Respondent is required to submit a separate fee proposal as part of the Response Package, 
including all necessary expenses needed to complete the services based on the Scope of 
Services as well as elaboration or explanation of the fees.  

5.11 SCOPE OF SERVICES 
In response to this solicitation, the successful Respondent must demonstrate exceptional 
credentials and expertise in the area described in the Scope of Services. The full Scope of 
Services is specified in Appendix A. 

6 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

6.1 RESPONSE OWNERSHIP 

All material submitted by Respondents in conjunction with this solicitation shall become the 
property of the SBA and will not be returned. Responses submitted may be reviewed and 
evaluated by persons designated by the SBA, in its sole discretion. The SBA reserves the right to 
use any portions of the Respondent’s response not specifically noted as proprietary.   
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6.2 RESPONDENT’S COST 

The SBA shall not be liable or responsible for any costs incurred by any Respondent for 
preparing and submitting any response to this solicitation, attending any oral interview or 
hosting any on-site visit, if necessary, or for any other activities or occurrences related in any 
way to this solicitation on or prior to the issuance of a contract. The SBA shall pay the selected 
Respondent(s) after the execution of the contract in accordance with the compensation 
schedule agreed upon by the SBA and the successful Respondent. The SBA will not pay expenses 
and costs incurred outside the scope of the applicable compensation schedule. 

6.3 RIGHT TO AMEND AND/OR WITHDRAW 

6.3.1 The SBA, in its sole discretion, reserves the right to amend or withdraw this solicitation at any 
time and for any reason. Issuance of this solicitation in no way constitutes a commitment by or 
obligation of the SBA to enter into any contract, and the SBA may, in its sole discretion, reject all 
responses to this solicitation for any reason whatsoever. 

6.3.2 The SBA reserves the right to correct inaccurate awards resulting from its clerical errors. 
6.3.3 Any corrections or changes to this solicitation will be issued by the SBA, will be identified as a 

correction or change, and will be posted on the SBA and FHCF websites.  Corrections or changes 
made in any other manner will not be binding. It is the responsibility of the Respondent to 
obtain all corrections and changes. 

6.4 WOMEN- AND MINORITY-OWNED BUSINESSES 

The SBA supports and encourages diversity and participation of small and minority business 
enterprises in contracting. Firms submitting a response to this solicitation are encouraged to 
identify their company as potential women- and minority-owned business partners in the 
Vendor Questionnaire exhibit. 

7 RESPONSE SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 

7.1 RESPONSE PACKAGE REQUIREMENTS 

7.1.1 Respondent must submit a complete response to this solicitation in conformance with the 
format and content requirements set forth herein. Failure to conform may be considered 
appropriate cause for rejection of the response. Questions that are not applicable to the 
Respondent, please notate N/A as the response. 

7.1.2 The Designated Contact must receive all responses by the response deadline specified in the 
timeline section. 

7.1.3 Late responses may not be considered. Respondents assume all risks for timely, properly 
submitted bid deliveries, and are encouraged to submit responses prior to the due date. 

7.1.4 Failure to utilize the forms provided or follow the format described herein may result in 
disqualification of your response. 
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7.1.5 The SBA does not require, nor desire, any excessive promotional material which does not 
specifically address the response requirements of the solicitation. Respondents are asked to 
keep their submissions to the shortest length consistent with making a complete presentation of 
qualifications.  

7.2 REQUESTS FOR MODIFICATION OF A RESPONSE 

7.2.1 A Respondent to this solicitation may withdraw and modify its response prior to the Response 
Deadline specified in Section 1, only upon prior approval by the SBA. A request for modification 
of any response must be in writing, addressed to the Designated Contact, and must adequately 
explain the reason(s) for the request to modify the response. If the SBA approves the request, a 
modified response may then be submitted. 

7.2.2 The SBA will not consider modifications offered in any other manner, whether oral or written. 
Under no circumstances may the Respondent modify a response unilaterally at a date or time 
subsequent to the Response Deadline specified in Section 1. The SBA may, however, permit any 
Respondent to modify its response after the deadline specified in Section 1, if the SBA 
determines that such modification is in the best interests of the SBA. 

7.3 RESPONSE FORMAT AND CONTENT 

Provide the following information in the order requested and using the forms provided, where 
applicable. Responses must be submitted in adobe acrobat .pdf format via email to the 
Designated Contact. 

7.3.1 Cover page with firm name and ITN name 
7.3.2 Redlined version of standard clauses in Appendix B, as applicable 
7.3.3 Redacted Response, as applicable 
7.3.4 Respondent Affirmations and Disclosures (Exhibit 1) 
7.3.5 Services Questionnaire (Exhibit 2)  
7.3.6 Vendor Questionnaire (Exhibit 3) 
7.3.7 Fee Proposal (Exhibit 4) 
7.3.8 Response to Proposal of Fees Form (Exhibit 4a) 
7.3.9 Technology Questionnaire (Exhibit 5) 

8 EVALUATION 

8.1 EVALUATION CRITERIA 

Responses to this solicitation will be independently evaluated by an evaluation team (the 
“Evaluation Team”) on the basis of the written responses to this solicitation and additional 
written information as requested.  The score of each member of the Evaluation Team will be 
aggregated to establish an overall ranking to create a short list of Respondents to interview, if 
needed. If the Evaluation Team, in its sole discretion, decides not to conduct interviews, the 
overall ranking shall be used to identify the company selected to negotiate a final contract to 
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implement the proposed solution.  Additionally, oral interviews/presentations and on-site 
reviews will be evaluated by the Evaluation Team in the Evaluation Team’s sole discretion. 
 
The Evaluation Team will utilize the following broad scoring categories: 
 

 Experience and qualification of the Respondent 50% 

Respondent’s capability, resources, and availability to deliver the 
services outlined in the Scope of Services 

30% 

Respondent’s technological abilities to protect confidential 
information 

10% 

Quality, clarity, and responsiveness of the proposal 5% 

Adherence to ITN Requirements 5% 

Total 100% 

8.2 EVALUATION PROCESS 
8.2.1 Using the scoring and evaluation criteria identified, the Evaluation Team may identify a short-list 

of Respondents. The Evaluation Team, in its discretion, may conduct oral interviews with any or 
all of the short-listed Respondents. Commitments made by Respondents during the interviews 
will be considered binding.  

8.2.2 Each member of the Evaluation Team will provide a final score for each Respondent. This final 
score will be based on the written response, any additional written information submitted by a 
Respondent, and any other information available to the Evaluation Team. The final scores (one 
for each Evaluation Team member) will be aggregated to establish an overall final ranking by the 
Evaluation Team. The Evaluation Team will present the final scores and rankings in a public 
meeting and make a recommendation to the Negotiation Team to move forward with 
negotiating terms with the selected Respondent(s). 

8.3 NEGOTIATION PROCESS 
8.3.1 Upon selection of the Respondent(s) by the Evaluation Team, the Negotiation Team may 

commence negotiations as contemplated by this solicitation with the Respondent(s).   
8.3.2 During negotiations, the Negotiation Team will evaluate service levels, fee proposals, and 

contract terms within the context of each Respondent’s response (e.g. the submitted response, 
additional written information submitted by Respondent and interviews), fee evaluation and 
any other information available to the Negotiation Team. 

8.3.3 When agreed-upon terms are negotiated with the selected Respondent(s), the Negotiation 
Team will present the final selection, rankings, and scores to the Executive Director with a 
recommendation that the SBA enter into an agreement with the Respondent(s). The Executive 
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Director shall have sole authority, in his discretion, to determine whether the SBA will enter into 
any agreement with any Respondent(s) and to make all final decisions regarding the services 
contemplated by this solicitation. The SBA will not be required to select the lowest-cost 
Respondent. 

9 AWARD 

9.1 REJECTION/ACCEPTANCE OF RESPONSES 

9.1.1 The SBA will be the sole judge of the Respondent’s responsiveness to the solicitation and 
reserves the right to reject, in whole or in part, any or all responses, with or without cause, 
without incurring any liability whatsoever.  

9.1.2 The SBA may also waive any material or immaterial defect in a response or deviation from the 
requirements of this solicitation. Any waiver exercised under this section will not modify any 
provision of this solicitation. There is no guarantee that the SBA will waive an omission or 
deviation, or that any Respondent with a response containing a deviation or omission will be 
considered for award. 

9.1.3 The SBA reserves the right to reject the response of any Respondent that is in default of any 
prior contract, for misrepresentation or otherwise, as may be determined by the SBA (or its 
designee). 

9.1.4 The SBA reserves the right to reject a response by a Respondent that has previously provided 
work to the SBA or whose personnel includes individuals previously rejected by the SBA for 
services. 

9.1.5 The SBA may make investigations, as deemed necessary, to determine the ability of the 
Respondent to perform the services specified in this solicitation. The SBA reserves the right to 
reject any response if the evidence submitted by, or investigation of, the Respondent fails to 
satisfy the SBA that the Respondent is properly qualified to carry out the obligations of the 
contract. 

9.2 ORAL AGREEMENTS 

Any alleged oral agreement or arrangement made by a Respondent with the SBA or any 
employee of the SBA shall be superseded by the written contract between the SBA and such 
Respondent. 

9.3 FINAL CONTRACT NEGOTIATION 

9.3.1 The SBA will enter into final contract negotiations with the selected Respondent to finalize 
terms, fees, and conditions. This solicitation and the selected Respondent’s response, or any 
part thereof, may be included in and made a part of the final contract.  

9.3.2 If, in the sole opinion of the SBA, an acceptable contract with the selected Respondent or 
Respondents cannot be reached, the SBA reserves the right to negotiate with the next preferred 
Respondent or to take any other actions, in its sole discretion, as contemplated by this 
solicitation. 
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9.4 CONTRACT TRANSPARENCY 

9.4.1 The resulting contract and all attachments shall be considered a public document and subject to 
Florida public records laws pursuant to Chapter 119, Florida Statutes. 

9.4.2 Consistent with the Florida Transparency in Contracting Initiative, the SBA posts certain 
operational Agreements on its website, and the resulting contract will be one of the agreements 
posted.  

9.5 CONTRACT TERM 

The SBA intends to enter into a five-year contract with the selected Respondent(s). 
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EXHIBIT 3		Vendor Questionnaire

		FIRM INFORMATION 



		Vendor Legal Name: 

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Business Name: 

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Main Business Contact:

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Address:

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Telephone:

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Email:

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Website:

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Date:

		Click or tap to enter a date.



All responses must include answers to all questions set forth in this Exhibit 3. All factual responses will be subject to verification for completeness and accuracy. 

		Acceptable Method(s) of Payment





		Check all that apply. Do not include payment details on this form. 



		☐  ACH

		☐  Check



		

		☐  Wire Transfer

		☐  Purchasing Card



		

		☐  Credit Card





		Entity Type



		Select one of the following entity types. If “Other” is selected, indicate the type of entity in the space provided. 


*Provide W-9 if applicable.

		☐  Individual / Sole Proprietor*

		☐  Corporation*

		☐  Tax-Exempt Org (501-C)*



		

		☐  LLC, LLS or LLD

		☐  Partnership

		☐  Governmental Entity



		

		☐  Other Click or tap here to enter text.

		☐  Association / Estate / Trust



		Federal, Small and/or Minority Status Information



		Federal Classification

		☐  A. Large Business, Non-Minority Owned

		☐  B. Small Business, FL, Non-Minority Owned



		

		  ☐  C. Small Business, Non-Florida Minority Owned

		☐  C1. Federal SBA Certified Disadvantaged Business



		

		☐  D. Minority Business (Federal SBA Certified 8A Firm)

		☐  D1. Small Business Federal (Hub Zone Firm)



		

		☐  E. Governmental Entity

		☐  F. Non-Profit Organization



		

		☐  Other Click or tap here to enter text.



		State of Florida Certified Minority Business Enterprises (CMBE), Veteran Business Enterprise (VBE), Woman Business Enterprise (WBE)

		☐  G. PRIDE

		☐  H. African American



		

		☐  I. Hispanic 

		☐  J. Asian / Hawaiian 



		

		☐  K. Native American 

		☐  M. American Woman 



		

		☐  W. Veteran Owned

		☐  Not Applicable



		Non-Certified Minority Business Enterprises (NCMBE), Veteran Business Enterprise (VBE), Woman Business Enterprise (WBE)

		☐  N. African American

		☐  O. Hispanic



		

		☐  P. Asian / Hawaiian

		☐  Q. Native American



		

		☐  R. American Woman

		☐  Y. Veteran Owned



		

		☐  Not Applicable



		If you selected a classification that is certified by a Federal or State agency, provide your certification number(s) and expiration date(s) for each certification and the name(s) of the agency that issued the certification. 

Click or tap here to enter text.







Integrity

For each “Yes,” provide an explanation of the issue(s), relevant dates, any remedial or corrective action(s) taken and the current status of the issue(s). Provide the explanation at the end of the section or attach additional sheets with numbered responses.

		Has your firm paid penalties or otherwise compensated any clients upon termination of services with your firm within the last three years?

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		Has your firm been convicted of or entered a plea of nolo contendere to fraud within the last two years?

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		In the last two (2) years, has Respondent or any of its affiliates, or their respective officers, directors or employees been censured by any regulatory body?

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		Is Respondent aware of any activities of its firm, its affiliates, or their respective officers, directors or employees that are likely to result in any of the above investigations or proceedings?

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		Has the company been convicted of a crime related to governmental or nongovernmental contracting/procurement?

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		Has the company been suspended, debarred, or disqualified from any government contracting process or agreed to a voluntary exclusion from any government procurement process?

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		Has the company been subject to a formal monitoring agreement or corrective action plan as part of a contract with a government entity?

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		Has the company had a government contract terminated for cause?

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		For each “Yes,” explain: 

Click or tap here to enter text.





Subcontracting

		List any subcontractor(s) you plan to use:

Click or tap here to enter text.







Lobbyist Information

		Does the company employ a lobbyist for Florida legislative affairs?

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		If Yes, specify name of lobbyist firm and registered lobbyist(s) name:

Click or tap here to enter text.





Litigation

		Describe any litigation relating to the business or other activities of your company which either began within the last two years or which began earlier and is still ongoing or has been threatened but is not currently pending. Indicate whether your company in general or specific officers or principals, in particular, has or have been sued or threatened to be sued within the time frame set forth above. Provide detail regarding the allegations of the complaint, whether multiple parties are involved and the current status including any discovery (e.g., document production or depositions), preliminary hearings, and scheduled dates for mediation, arbitration, or trial. If the matter is on appeal, provide details on the current status (e.g., briefs filed, oral argument scheduled).



		explain: 

Click or tap here to enter text.





Coverage

		Describe your insurance coverage for errors and omissions and professional liability. Describe the various types of coverage and indemnification provided to protect clients, including:



		a. Risks covered
b. Carriers
c. Levels
d. Limits
e. Deductibles

		

Click or tap here to enter text.



		In the last two (2) years, has Respondent, its principals or any of Respondent’s affiliates submitted a claim for errors & omissions, fiduciary liability and/or fidelity bond insurance coverage?

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		If Yes, explain (Note: Direction to SEC filings in and of itself is not considered a responsive answer to the above questions): 

Click or tap here to enter text.






Company Policy Information

		Does your firm have written policies on the following subjects and do you require periodic employee training on the policies?



		Policy Subject

		Policy

		Mandatory Training



		Ethics

		☐ Yes   ☐ No

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		Harassment

		☐ Yes   ☐ No

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		Diversity/Inclusion

		☐ Yes   ☐ No

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		Information Security

		☐ Yes   ☐ No

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		Conflicts of Interest

		☐ Yes   ☐ No

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		Privacy

		☐ Yes   ☐ No

		☐ Yes   ☐ No



		Comments:

Click or tap here to enter text.







Organizational Diversity

		The SBA supports and encourages diversity and participation of small and minority business enterprises in contracting. In order to identify minority or woman-owned businesses or other firms which actively pursue providing opportunities to women, minorities, and service-disabled veterans provide the following information. 



		Indicate if your firm is a minority-owned business or a woman-owned business and identify the principal shareholders who qualify your firm.

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Indicate the percentage of professionals within your firm who are minorities or women and list the number and positions of such professionals. 

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Provide a brief description of your firm’s minority hiring/affirmative action program. 

		Click or tap here to enter text.



Attachments

· Attach the Respondent’s audited financial statements for the last three years or provide a URL/link thereto. The financial statements must include the auditor’s report and any management letters which have been issued. Link may be added here: Click or tap here to enter text.

Provide your firm’s most recent Service Organization Control (SOC) report, as applicable.

Certification

The undersigned certifies that he/she:

· is knowledgeable about the submitting Firm’s business and operations;

· has read and understands all of the questions contained in the questionnaire;

· has reviewed and/or supplied full and complete responses to each question;

· to the best of his/her knowledge, information and belief, confirms that the Firm’s responses are true, accurate and complete, including all attachments, if applicable;

· understands that the SBA will rely on the information disclosed in the questionnaire when entering into a contract with the Firm; and

· is under an obligation to update the information provided herein to include any material changes to the Firm’s responses at the time of response submission through the contract award notification, and may be required to update the information at the request of the SBA prior to the award and/or approval of a contract, or during the term of the contract.

· is authorized to bind the Respondent to all commitments made in its response





		

Click or tap here to enter text.

		

		Click or tap to enter a date.

		(Signature)

		

		(Date)



		

Click or tap here to enter text.

		

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		(Print Name)

		

		(Title)
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EXHIBIT 5                                                                                                                                                                                                          Technology Questionnaire

		Vendor: 
Click or tap here to enter text.

		Vendor’s Website: 
Click or tap here to enter text.



		Vendor Contact Information (Name, Phone #): 

Click or tap here to enter text.

		Product Name: 
Click or tap here to enter text.

		Version: 
Click or tap here to enter text.





		SEC-
TION



		QUESTION

		RESPONSE



		1. 

		General Technology

		



		1.1. 

		Please give an overview of the implementation, including:

· Installation

· Data Imports

· System Configuration

· Quality assurance/testing

· Change management

· System acceptance process

· Training

· Production system deployment

· Base-line assumptions regarding data formats and pre-existing information

· Implementation Timeline

· Personnel expertise expectations

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		1.2. 

		Describe your process for implementing software updates, new elements or changes, including the customer notification/communication, SLAs related to the process, customization migration, and any role the customer is asked to perform in the update process. 

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		1.3. 

		Detail your Transition Services Plan including all operational and organizational components, and specifically the method of data transfers, supported data file formats and related data dictionaries.

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		1.4. 

		For on-site solutions: Please describe your System Requirements, including

· Desktop Requirements

· Browser compatibility

· Database Server Requirements 

· Application Server Requirements

· File Server Requirements

· Required 3rd Party Software Components

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		2. 

		General SLA and Security – Answer these questions for hosted solution options (SaaS/Cloud)



		2.1. 

		Please list the hours of availability for your application.

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		2.2. 

		Please indicate your uptime and performance standards and include metrics on your SLA performance over the past year.

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		2.3. 

		Please explain how support is handled, including the days-timeframes when live agent support is available.

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		2.4. 

		What base level of assurances of privacy and security does the SaaS vendor provide, including

· Policies/standards

· Physical Controls

· Physical security of data centers

· Physical security of data storage, including backup tapes and off-site locations

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		2.5. 

		Does your organization adhere to any international or industry standards when it comes to securing, monitoring, maintaining and testing of datacenter utilities services and environmental conditions?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		2.6. 

		Please describe your System Architecture, including:

· Multi-tenancy

· Redundancy

· Scalability

· Role and Location of any cloud service providers used in delivering the solution

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		2.7. 

		Has your firm achieved any data protection standards or certifications (e.g. NIST RMF, ISO/IEC 27001, COBIT, COSO, ITIL)?    Describe any third party assurances or certifications your firm has obtained such as SSAE 18, SOC reports, ISO certifications, etc.

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		2.8. 

		Please list security or privacy certifications for your product.

· Certifications (not specific to a product) such as ISO 9001, ISO 27001/2 etc., ISO 27018, FedRAMP, EuroPriSe, TRUSTe, Privacy Shield, etc.).

· Codes of conduct, e.g., for cloud (ICA, CISPE, EU Code of Conduct) and standards (e.g., NIST 800-53, industry- or jurisdiction-specific. e.g.. NEN 7510, ISO 29100, or more universal as in https://www.eff.org/issues/international-privacy-standards).

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		2.9. 

		Do you conduct network penetration tests of your cloud service infrastructure at least annually?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		2.10. 

		Do you conduct application penetration tests of your cloud infrastructure at least annually?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		2.11. 

		Are the results of penetration tests available to tenants/clients at their request?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		3. 

		Security



		3.1. 

		Is a senior corporate official directly responsible for the implementation of your organizational security policy?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		3.2. 

		Is your Information Security staff professionally certified (i.e. ISC2, SANS, ISACA)?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		3.3. 

		Does your firm employ a full time Information Security Officer and/or team governing Information Security compliance and cybersecurity within the organization?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		3.4. 

		Do you conduct internal IT audits at least annually? If no, provide interval requirements.

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		3.5. 

		Does your audit program take into account effectiveness of implementation of security operations?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		3.6. 

		Describe the data-loss prevention technologies and process in place to protect against customer data loss

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		4. 

		Identity, Authentication, and Access Management



		4.1. 

		Do you support use of, or integration with, existing customer-based Single Sign On (SSO) solutions to your service?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		4.2. 

		If answer to 4.1 is No, do you support password (e.g., minimum length, age, history, complexity) and account lockout (e.g., lockout threshold, lockout duration) policy enforcement and ability to force password changes at first login?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		4.3. 

		Do you use open standards (e.g. SAML) or commercial products (e.g Duo, Okta, Microsoft) for enabling SSO for customers?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		4.4. 

		Do you have a Policy Enforcement Point capability (e.g., XACML) to enforce regional legal and policy constraints on user access?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		4.5. 

		Do you have an identity management system (enabling classification of data for a tenant) in place to enable both role-based and context-based entitlement to data?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		4.6. 

		Does the vendor enforce multifactor authentication (e.g., digital certs, tokens, biometrics, etc.) for remote connectivity (e.g. access via VPN, external web access, Outlook web access, etc.)?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		4.7. 

		Do you obtain evidence of, and review, security assessments of your suppliers, contractors, and business partners to ensure data protection?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		5. 

		Resilience

		



		5.1. 

		What are your firm’s Recovery Time Objectives and Recovery Point Objectives related to the services to be provided?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		5.2. 

		Do you adhere to or are you certified to any industry-recognized Business Continuity Standard (ISO 22301, NFPA 1600) for the full range of products and services you provide to SBA?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		5.3. 

		If answer to 5.2 is Yes, provide certification information, as well as any exceptions to products or services provided to the SBA, and all relevant clarifying information.



		Click or tap here to enter text.

		If answer to 5.2 is No, answer questions 5.3-5.8.



		5.4. 

		Describe your business continuity and disaster recovery plan(s)for the full range of products and services provided to the SBA, and include information regarding:

· Redundancy

· Alternate work site(s)

· Business continuity and recovery test schedule(s) and/or test frequency requirements (e.g., failover/failback)

· Fully redundant, significantly geographically separated data centers

· Data backup processes (frequency, security)

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		5.5. 

		Do you have staff assigned to undertake Business Continuity Management (BCM) with clearly defined and documented roles & responsibilities?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		5.6. 

		Have you conducted an exercise in the past 12 months that included actual recovery of all of the application systems that are needed to resume the business processes, products and services that we receive from you? If so, what were the results?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		5.7. 

		Have you conducted exercises to ensure that staff members know their roles and responsibilities?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		5.8. 

		Do you have a system in place to communicate with your key staff/stakeholders during a service disruption, during any given period?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		5.9. 

		Has an independent internal or external auditor evaluated the organization's business continuity and disaster recovery plan, and test program, for completeness? If yes, are you able to review the last audited plan findings with SBA?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		6. 

		Data Management

		



		6.1. 

		For all data collected or created via the service offering, how many instances/copies of data resources will exist, and where will these be located?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		6.2. 

		Are employees, subcontractors and temporary workers with access to SBA data bound by non-disclosure agreements (whether separately or as part of their code of conduct)?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		6.3. 

		Does your organization have a Cyber Security Insurance policy in place? If not, do you anticipate obtaining insurance in the future?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		6.4. 

		Has your organization experienced a data breach or cybersecurity incident in the last 5 years?

If so, briefly describe each incident including remediation efforts, breach event date, and date(s) of communication to affected parties.

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		6.5. 

		Does your organization have a documented computer incident / data breach and incident response policy in place?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		7. 

		Privacy

		



		7.1. 

		Has your organization undergone a SOC 2 Type 2 or similar review over information technology services internal controls within the last 18 months?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		7.2. 

		If the answer to 7.1 is yes, please indicate whether there were any findings in this review.

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		7.3. 

		If no SOC 2 report is available, does your organization conduct privacy impact assessments (PIA)?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		7.4. 

		If the answer to 7.2 is yes, do you share the result? How often?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		7.5. 

		Does your application keep a record of data accessed?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		7.6. 

		Does your application use data masking, format preserving encryption or other type of technology for protecting data privacy?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		7.7. 

		Can your organization meet relevant legal/regulatory requirements for notifying data subjects about a privacy or security breach (e.g. Florida Statutes 501.171)?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		7.8. 

		Please list any data processors or data handling subsystems that your product uses but you do not own or manage directly. Respond with "none" if there are none.

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		7.9. 

		Who is responsible for your privacy management program?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		8. 

		Subservice Organizations

		



		8.1. 

		Would you rely on any subservice organizations to provide services or to support the services you would provide under scope of services (e.g. data storage, backup, or other)? If yes, provide the name of the third party(ies) and the service(s) they provide/support.

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		8.2. 

		Do you have a backup data center / facility for the proposed solution? If yes, can you provide a SOC 2 Type II or other assurance reports or certifications relative to the environment whether it is owned or contracted? 

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		8.3. 

		Describe your due diligence process used to (i) select subservice providers, (ii) assess and monitor the activities of subservice providers taking into account the full range and quality of their respective services, and (iii) assess and monitor the financial soundness of subservice providers.

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		8.4. 

		Does the firm confirm third-party Business Continuity / Disaster Recovery capabilities for critical subservice providers?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		8.5. 

		Does the firm ask third-parties about cybersecurity?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		9. 

		Application Development and Integration

		



		9.1. 

		What API’s, web service, or other integration points are provided for your application?

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		9.2. 

		What environments are provided to the client other than production (DEV/TST/QAT)? Is there additional cost for these environments? 

		Click or tap here to enter text.
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APPENDIX B	 		STANDARD CLAUSES FOR SBA CONTRACTS

General Terms

1.1. Agreement Transparency

Consistent with the Florida Transparency in Contracting Initiative, the SBA posts certain operational Agreements on its website, and this Agreement will be one of the agreements posted. [Vendor Name] hereby agrees that the SBA is authorized to post this Agreement (including any amendments or addenda hereto) and a description of the content of the Agreement (including any amendments or addenda hereto) on the SBA’s website.

1.2. Confidential Information

[Vendor Name] agrees to keep confidential any and all SBA information it obtains in the course of providing the services set forth in this Agreement except to the extent otherwise required to be disclosed by any applicable federal or state law provided that prior to any such disclosure pursuant to applicable law [Vendor Name] shall give the SBA prompt written notice and [Vendor Name] shall use all reasonable efforts, in good faith, to provide the SBA the opportunity to quash or abate such legal process or seek a protective order.

1.3. Counterparts

This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, and when each party has executed at least one counterpart, this Agreement shall be deemed to be one and the same document.

1.4. Fraud Hotline

The SBA maintains a fraud hotline at (888) 876-7548 to encourage individuals to report suspected SBA-related fraud, theft, or financial misconduct on an anonymous basis. Within 30 days following the effective date of this Agreement, [Vendor Name] agrees to communicate this hotline information to those of its employees that are responsible for providing services under this contract. [Vendor Name] also agrees to re-communicate this hotline information at the request of the SBA.

1.5. Governing Law; Venue

This Agreement shall be governed by, construed under and interpreted in accordance with laws of the State of Florida without regard to conflict of law principles. Any proceedings to resolve disputes regarding or arising out of this Agreement shall be conducted in the state courts located in Leon County, Florida, and the parties hereby consent to the jurisdiction and venue of those courts.

1.6. Indemnification

[Vendor Name] agrees to protect, indemnify, defend and hold harmless the SBA, its trustees, officers and employees from and against any and all costs, claims, demands, damages, losses, liabilities and expenses (including reasonable counsel fees and expenses, and investigation, collection, settlement and litigation costs) resulting or arising from or in any way related to the [Vendor Name]’s breach of data security, negligent acts or omissions, fraud, willful misconduct, violation of law, or breach of the Agreement.

1.7. Subcontractor/Agents

[Vendor Name] shall be responsible and accountable for the acts or omissions of [Vendor Name] Representatives to the same extent it is responsible and accountable for its own actions or omissions under this Agreement. [Vendor Name] agrees to impose the requirements of this Agreement on all [Vendor Name] Representatives, which includes [Vendor Name]’s officers, directors, employees, agents, contractors, subcontractors and consultants, including affiliates thereof assisting in the performance of the Agreement, and [Vendor Name] shall execute a written agreement with each such [Vendor Name] Representative containing equivalent terms to this Agreement.

1.8. Right to Audit

a. During the term of the Agreement and for a period of ten (10) years after the expiration or termination of the Agreement, the SBA shall have the right to have any person or entity designated by the SBA, including an independent public accountant or auditor and/or any federal or state auditor, to inspect, review and/or audit, any books, records and supporting documents relating to the Agreement and/or the subject matter of the Agreement (the “Records”). In the event such right is exercised and upon no less than ten (10) business days’ prior written notice by the SBA, [Vendor Name] agrees to permit reasonable access to its premises and the Records during [Vendor Name]’s normal business hours. The SBA shall have the right, in connection with any such inspection, review and/or audit, to have one or more members of its staff present at all times. During the term of the Agreement and for a period of ten (10) years after the expiration or termination of the Agreement (or for any longer period of time that may be required by any applicable law relating to the retention of Records), [Vendor Name] shall maintain and retain the Records, at its sole expense. In the event the SBA and/or its designees are in the process of conducting such an inspection, review and/or audit upon the expiration of the ten (10)-year access and/or retention periods described herein, then this Right to Audit section shall survive in its entirety until the conclusion of such inspection, review and/or audit, in the SBA’s or the SBA designee’s reasonable determination. For the avoidance of doubt, the scope of any inspection, review and/or audit under this Right to Audit section may include, without limitation, [Vendor Name]’s compliance with the terms of the Agreement, compliance with any applicable foreign, federal, state and/or local law or regulation, an assessment of risks and controls and/or the source and application of the SBA’s funds.

b. [Vendor Name] shall use best efforts to cooperate with the SBA and any person or entity designated by the SBA in connection with any inspection, review and/or audit under this Right to Audit Section including, without limitation, causing its relevant and knowledgeable employees and/or representatives to be available to assist and to respond to reasonable inquiries and requests of the SBA and/or its designees. [Vendor Name] shall respond (including, if relevant and appropriate, with an action plan) within a reasonable time to any reports, findings and/or assessments provided to [Vendor Name] by the SBA and/or its designees, and [Vendor Name] shall provide a copy of all such responses to the SBA. [Vendor Name] acknowledges and agrees that any such report, finding and/or assessment is intended for the sole use and for the benefit of the SBA.

c. Except as set forth herein, the SBA shall bear the costs of any inspection, review and/or audit described in this Right to Audit Section. However, in the event the SBA and/or its designees conclude that [Vendor Name] overcharged the SBA or that [Vendor Name] engaged in or committed (including through acts or omissions) any fraud, misrepresentation and/or non-performance, then [Vendor Name] shall be obligated to reimburse the SBA for the total costs of inspection, review and/or audit no later than ninety (90) days after the SBA’s request for reimbursement thereof. [Vendor Name]’s reimbursement obligation herein shall be in addition to all other rights, remedies and damages available to the SBA at law or in equity, which shall not be deemed waived or relinquished in any way because of [Vendor Name]’s additional reimbursement obligation hereunder.






1.9. Public Records

Notwithstanding any provision in this agreement between the parties, [Vendor Name] acknowledges and agrees that the SBA is bound by the provisions of Chapter 119 (Public Records), Florida Statutes, and in the event of any conflict between Chapter 119, Florida Statutes, and the terms of this Agreement between the parties, the provisions and procedures of Chapter 119, Florida Statutes will prevail. To the extent applicable, [Vendor Name] shall comply with Chapter 119, Florida Statutes. In particular, [Vendor Name] shall:

a. Keep and maintain public records required by the SBA in order to perform the services under the Agreement;

b. Upon request from the SBA’s custodian of public records, provide the SBA with a copy of the requested records or allow the records to be inspected or copied within a reasonable time at a cost that does not exceed the cost provided in Chapter 119, Florida Statutes or as otherwise provided by Florida law;

c. Ensure that public records that are exempt or confidential and exempt from public records disclosure requirements are not disclosed except as authorized by law for the duration of the term of the Agreement and following completion of the Agreement if [Vendor Name] does not transfer the records to the SBA; and

d. Upon completion of the Agreement, transfer, at no cost, to the SBA all public records in [Vendor Name]’s possession (if so directed by the SBA) or keep and maintain public records required by the SBA to perform the service. If [Vendor Name] transfers all public records to the SBA upon completion of the Agreement, [Vendor Name] shall destroy any duplicate public records that are exempt or confidential and exempt from public records disclosure requirements. If [Vendor Name] keeps and maintains public records upon completion of the Agreement, [Vendor Name] shall meet all applicable requirements for retaining public records. [Vendor Name] shall provide all records that are stored electronically to the SBA, upon request from the SBA’s custodian of public records, in a format that is compatible with the information technology systems of the SBA.

IF [VENDOR NAME] HAS QUESTIONS REGARDING THE APPLICATION OF CHAPTER 119, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO [VENDOR NAME]’S DUTY TO PROVIDE PUBLIC RECORDS RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT, CONTACT THE

CUSTODIAN OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS AT:

	

STATE BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION OF FLORIDA

POST OFFICE BOX 13300

TALLAHASSEE, FL 32317-3300

(850) 488-4406

SBAAGREEMENTS_DL@SBAFLA.COM





1.10. E-Verify

[Vendor Name] shall register with and use the E-Verify system to verify the employment eligibility of newly hired employees performing services within the United States in accordance with Section 448.095, Florida Statutes.  [Vendor Name] acknowledges that SBA is subject to and [Vendor Name] agrees to comply with Section 448.095, Florida Statutes, as amended from time to time, to the extent applicable.



Data Security

1.11. Data Security Standards

[Vendor Name] shall comply with either the provisions of applicable SBA policies (SBA Policy #20-404 Remote Access; SBA Policy #20-411 Anti-Virus; and SBA Policy #10-409 Confidential/Sensitive Electronic Data Handling), as amended from time to time, or NIST SP 800 Series, ISO/IEC 27000 Series, or a comparable similar industry standard. [Vendor Name] will provide immediate notice to the SBA of any known or suspected violation of any SBA policy or industry standard.

1.12. Nondisclosure

SBA Data shall be considered confidential and proprietary information to the extent permitted by Florida or other applicable law. [Vendor Name] shall hold SBA Data in confidence and shall not disclose SBA Data to any person or entity except as authorized by the SBA or as required by law. For purposes of this Section 2, Data Security, “SBA Data” means all data accessed, created, maintained, obtained, processed, stored, or transmitted by [Vendor Name] in the course of performing the Agreement and all information derived therefrom.

1.13. Loss or Breach of Data

[Vendor Name] shall provide immediate notice to the SBA in the event it becomes aware of any security breach or any unauthorized transmission or loss of any SBA Data. In the event of loss or destruction of any SBA Data where such loss or destruction is due to the fault or negligence of [Vendor Name], [Vendor Name] shall be responsible for recreating such lost or destroyed data in the manner and on the schedule set by the SBA, at [Vendor Name]’s sole expense, in addition to any other damages the SBA may be entitled to by law or this Agreement. In the event lost or damaged data is suspected, [Vendor Name] will perform due diligence, report findings to the SBA, and take all reasonable measures necessary to recover the data, all at [Vendor Name]’s sole expense. If such data is unrecoverable, [Vendor Name] will pay all costs to remediate and correct the problems caused by or resulting from each loss or destruction of data (including, without limitation, the cost to notify third parties and to provide credit monitoring services to third parties), in addition to any other damages the SBA may be entitled to by law or this Agreement. [Vendor Name] acknowledges that failure to maintain security that results in a breach of data may subject this Agreement to the administrative sanctions for failure to comply with Section 501.171, Florida Statutes, together with liability for any costs to the SBA of such breach of security caused by [Vendor Name].

1.14. Security Audits

If SBA Data will reside in [Vendor Name]’s system, the SBA may conduct, or may request [Vendor Name] to conduct at [Vendor Name]’s expense, an annual network penetration test or security audit of [Vendor Name]’s system(s) on which SBA Data resides. If the term of the Agreement is less than a year long, the penetration test or security audit of [Vendor Name]’s system(s) on which SBA Data resides, may be exercised at any time during the term of the Agreement.

1.15. Data Protection

No SBA Data will be transmitted or shipped to entities outside of the United States of America, nor will it be stored or processed in systems located outside of the United States of America, regardless of the method or level of encryption employed. Access to SBA Data shall only be available to authorized [Vendor Name] Representatives that have a legitimate business need. For purposes of this Addendum, “[Vendor Name] Representatives” means [Vendor Name]’s officers, directors, employees, agents, contractors, subcontractors and consultants (including affiliates thereof). Requests for access to the SBA’s information technology resources shall be submitted to the SBA's Support and Office Services (“Help Desk”) staff. With the SBA’s approval, [Vendor Name] Representatives may be granted access to SBA information technology resources as necessary for fulfillment of related responsibilities. Prior to the provision of access to SBA information technology resources, [Vendor Name] agrees to provide the [Vendor Name] Representative a written copy of the SBA’s Systems Use Terms as defined in Section 3 (which may be amended by the SBA from time to time in the SBA’s sole discretion upon providing notice to [Vendor Name]) (the “Systems Use Terms”).  At such time as the SBA provides access to SBA technology resources, [Vendor Name] and any [Vendor Name] Representative who has access to SBA technology resources will be deemed to have agreed to the Systems Use Terms (as defined above).  Further, [Vendor Name] agrees to be responsible in the event any [Vendor Name] Representatives breach any of the terms set forth in Section 3. Remote connections are subject to detailed monitoring as deemed appropriate by the SBA.

1.16. Encryption

[Vendor Name] shall encrypt all SBA Data, in transmission and at rest, using an SBA approved encryption technology.

1.17. Back-ups

[Vendor Name] shall maintain and secure adequate back-ups of all documentation and programs utilized to process or access SBA Data.

1.18. Data Security Procedures

[Vendor Name] has established appropriate administrative, technical, and physical safeguards to protect the confidentiality of, and to prevent the unauthorized use or access to, SBA Data. [Vendor Name] shall develop data security procedures to ensure only authorized access to data and databases by [Vendor Name] Representatives for purposes of performing the Agreement and to ensure no unauthorized access to data or databases by individuals or entities other than those authorized by the Agreement or the SBA. [Vendor Name] shall ensure that access to data and databases by [Vendor Name] Representatives will be provided on a need to know basis and will adhere to the principle of least privilege. (The principle of least privileged means giving a user account only those privileges which are essential to perform its intended function.)

1.19. Ownership of Data

[Vendor Name] shall provide to the SBA, upon its request, SBA Data in the form and format reasonably requested by the SBA. [Vendor Name] will not sell, assign, lease, or otherwise transfer any SBA Data to third parties, or commercially exploit SBA Data, except as authorized by the SBA. [Vendor Name] will not possess or assert any lien or other right against or to any SBA Data in any circumstances. SBA Data is and shall remain the exclusive property of the SBA. SBA Data created by [Vendor Name], obtained by [Vendor Name] from a source other than the SBA, or derived from SBA Data will become property of the SBA immediately upon the creation, receipt or derivation of such data, as applicable.

1.20. Background Checks

[Vendor Name] shall confirm that their representatives (which includes [Vendor Names]’s officers, directors, employees, agents, contractors, subcontractors and consultants, including affiliates thereof) assisting in the performance of the Agreement have passed appropriate, industry standard, background screening (include criminal background checks) and possess the qualifications and training to comply with the terms of the Agreement, before being provided access to SBA Data. Upon the SBA's request, [Vendor Name] shall provide to the SBA an attestation that the foregoing background checks have been completed.

1.21. Compliance

[Vendor Name] represents and warrants that it is in compliance with, and agrees and covenants that it will at all times during the term of the Contract continue to be compliant with, all applicable laws, regulations and industry standards (including, without limitation, all applicable laws, regulations and industry standards relating to cybersecurity or data collection, storage, security or privacy).

1.22. Return/Destruction of SBA Data

[Vendor Name] shall not at any time destroy any SBA Data without the prior written consent of the SBA. If requested by the SBA, within 30 days of the completion, termination or expiration of the Agreement, [Vendor Name] will transfer SBA data to the SBA (if so directed by the Agreement), or, unless otherwise required by any applicable law (including, for the avoidance of doubt, Florida's record retention laws), destroy all SBA data possessed by [Vendor Name]. [Vendor Name] shall provide the SBA documentation affirming the completion of any SBA requested data transfer (including confirmation of receipt by the SBA) and the destruction of any SBA Data possessed by [Vendor Name]. Notwithstanding the foregoing, [Vendor Name] may, in accordance with applicable legal, disaster recovery and professional requirements, store copies of SBA Data in an archival format which may not be immediately returned or destroyed but which would remain subject to the confidentiality obligations set forth in the Agreement.

1.23. Business Continuity Plan/Disaster Recovery

[Vendor Name] has implemented and will maintain business continuity and disaster recovery plans designed to minimize interruptions of services and ensure recovery of systems and applications used to provide the services under this Agreement.  Such plans cover the facilities, systems, data, applications and employees that are critical to the provision of the services, and will be tested at least annually to validate that the recovery strategies, requirements and protocols are viable and sustainable. [Vendor Name] shall provide an executive summary of such plans setting forth prioritized threats, time criticality of business functions, resources needed to successfully recover, employee training and communication, and potential costs of recovery, as well as, including an assessment of the plans’ most recent test results, to the SBA upon request.  In the event of a business disruption that materially impacts (or is reasonably expected to materially impact) [Vendor Name]’s provision of services under this Agreement, [Vendor Name] will promptly notify the SBA of the disruption and the steps being taken in response.







Systems Use

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE TERMS OF SYSTEMS USE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2.5 ABOVE. THESE TERMS MUST BE PROVIDED TO USER PRIOR TO ACCESSING ANY SBA SYSTEM.

1.24. Ownership of Data

SBA Data is and shall remain the exclusive property of the SBA. User shall use SBA Data solely for authorized purposes. SBA Data created by User, obtained by User from a source other than the SBA, or derived from SBA Data will become property of the SBA immediately upon the creation, receipt or derivation of such data, as applicable. For purposes of this Section 3, Systems Use, “SBA Data” means all information accessed, created, maintained, obtained, processed, stored, or transmitted using any SBA Account or SBA Systems and all information derived therefrom. “SBA Systems” means any of the following:

a. Any desktop, laptop, server, or other information technology resource (whether physical or virtual) under the administration or ownership of the SBA, wherever located;

b. All business applications, including any related data, system services and functions provided by or under the administration or ownership of the SBA. “User” means any [Vendor Name] Representative that will have access to information technology Systems of the State Board of Administration of Florida. 

1.25. Nondisclosure

SBA Data shall be considered confidential and proprietary information to the extent permitted by Florida or other applicable law. User shall hold SBA Data in confidence and shall not disclose SBA Data to any person or entity except as authorized by the SBA or as required by law.

1.26. Privacy

User does not have a right to privacy regarding any activity conducted using the SBA Systems. The SBA can review, read, access or otherwise monitor all activities on the SBA Systems or on any other systems accessed by use of the SBA Systems, and purge any or all information on the SBA Systems. The use of a password does not create a right to privacy in the SBA Systems.

1.27. Credentials

Only persons who are authorized by the SBA may use SBA Systems. User shall not share SBA Account credentials with any other person, including but not limited to sharing of credentials with other authorized users. User shall immediately change User’s password should it become known by any other person. For purposes of this Section 3, Systems Use, “SBA Account” means any set of system access credentials (e.g., a user ID and password) provided by the SBA.

1.28. Copyright

User shall not make copies of applications running on SBA Systems for use at home, on laptops, or for any other reason, without SBA authorization. User shall not import, download, copy or store SBA Data (including without limitation, emails) onto non-SBA owned devices without SBA authorization. User shall not import, download, copy, or store copyrighted material without permission from the copyright owner.

1.29. Anti-virus

If User accesses the SBA network remotely, User shall do so only on devices with industry standard, supported anti-virus software installed. This software must be active, be scheduled to perform virus checks at regular intervals, and have its virus definition files kept up to date.

1.30. Installation

User shall not install any applications, programs, applets, or snap-ins on any SBA equipment.

1.31. Authorized Access

User shall not access (or attempt to gain access to) any SBA Account or SBA System other than that to which the User is authorized.

1.32. Authorized Use

User shall not use any SBA Account or SBA System to transmit, distribute, or store content or materials in a manner that violates SBA policies, U.S. state and federal laws, the laws of jurisdictions outside of the U.S., or the Systems Use Terms.

1.33. Data Security Standards

User shall comply with either the provisions of applicable SBA policies (SBA Policy #20-404 Remote Access; SBA Policy #20-411 Anti-Virus; and SBA Policy #10-409 Confidential/Sensitive Electronic Data Handling), as amended from time to time, or NIST SP 800 Series, ISO/IEC 27000 Series, or a comparable similar industry standard. User will provide immediate notice to the SBA of any known or suspected violation of any SBA policy or industry standard.

1.34. Violation Reporting

If User becomes aware of (or suspects there may have been) any violation of the Systems Use Terms, User shall contact the SBA Support and Office Services (“Help Desk”) at 850-413-1100 to report the situation.

1.35. Violation Penalties

User understands the Systems Use Terms. User understands that violation of the Systems Use Terms may lead to penalties imposed by U.S. state and federal laws, and/or the laws of jurisdictions outside of the U.S.

1.36. Indemnification

User agrees to protect, indemnify, defend and hold harmless the SBA, its trustees, officers and employees from and against any and all costs, claims, demands, damages, losses, liabilities and expenses (including reasonable counsel fees and expenses, and investigation, collection, settlement and litigation costs) resulting or arising from or in any way related to User’s breach of data security, negligent acts or omissions, fraud, willful misconduct, violation of law, or breach of the Systems Use Terms.

1.37. Public Records Compliance 

User acknowledges that SBA Data will constitute “public records” which will be subject to public access and disclosure under Chapter 119, Florida Statutes unless such records are exempt from disclosure under Chapter 119, Florida Statutes. To the extent applicable, User shall comply with Chapter 119, Florida Statutes. In particular, User shall:

a. Keep and maintain public records required by the SBA in order to perform the services under any applicable contract for services with the SBA (“Contract”);

b. Upon request from the SBA’s custodian of public records, provide the SBA with a copy of the requested records or allow the records to be inspected or copied within a reasonable time at a cost that does not exceed the cost provided in Chapter 119, Florida Statutes or as otherwise provided by Florida law;

c. Ensure that public records that are exempt or confidential and exempt from public records disclosure requirements are not disclosed except as authorized by law for the duration of the term of the Contract and following completion of the Contract if User does not transfer the records to the SBA; and

d. Upon completion of the Contract, transfer, at no cost, to the SBA all public records in User’s possession (if so directed by the SBA) or keep and maintain public records required by the SBA to perform the service. If User transfers all public records to the SBA upon completion of the Contract, User shall destroy any duplicate public records that are exempt or confidential and exempt from public records disclosure requirements. If User keeps and maintains public records upon completion of the Contract, User shall meet all applicable requirements for retaining public records. User shall provide all records that are stored electronically to the SBA, upon request from the SBA’s custodian of public records, in a format that is compatible with the information technology systems of the SBA.



IF USER HAS QUESTIONS REGARDING THE APPLICATION OF CHAPTER 119, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO USER’S DUTY TO PROVIDE PUBLIC RECORDS RELATING TO THIS CONTRACT, CONTACT THE CUSTODIAN OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS AT:



STATE BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION OF FLORIDA
POST OFFICE BOX 13300
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32317-3300
(850) 488-4406
SBACONTRACTS_DL@SBAFLA.COM



1.38. Governing Law; Venue

The Systems Use Terms shall be construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of Florida without regard to conflict of law principles. Any proceeding to resolve disputes regarding or arising out of the Systems Use Agreement shall be conducted in the state courts located in Leon County, Florida, and User hereby consents to the jurisdiction and venue of those courts.

1.39. Entire Agreement

The Systems Use Terms and any and all exhibits, schedules and enclosures attached hereto, which are incorporated into the Agreement by this reference, constitute and embody the entire agreement and understanding of User and the SBA with respect to the subject matter hereof, supersede any prior or contemporaneous agreements or understandings with respect to the subject matter hereof, and, unless otherwise provided herein, cannot be altered, amended, supplemented, or abridged or any provisions waived except by written agreement of User and the SBA.






EXHIBIT 4		Fee Proposal

		FEE PROPOSAL 



		Firm Name: 

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Contact:

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Address:

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Telephone:

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Email:

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Each Respondent is required to submit a fee proposal as part of the Response Package, including all necessary expenses needed to complete the services based on the Scope of Services as well as elaboration or explanation of the fees. All prices quoted by the Respondent must be fully itemized. Respondents are encouraged to provide the SBA with their most competitive price offered to large institutions. 







Exhibit 4(a), Proposal of Fees Form, is an Excel spreadsheet that must be completed by each Respondent to show the fee proposal for each type of exam. The proposed fees are based on the budgeted number of hours indicated. The actual costs to the Respondent may vary depending on the complexity of the exam, the proximity of the exam to the Respondent’s work location, and the costs incurred while on-site (if required). 

1. Expanded exam fee (estimated 100 total hours with 28 hours on-site and 72 hours off-site – 3 to 4 days travel), regular exam fee (estimated 90 total hours with 20 hours on-site, 2 to 3 days travel), limited exam fee (estimated 30 hours all off-site), and RAP exam fee (estimated 30 hours all off-site).  

2. An hourly rate for consulting services, exclusive of travel costs 



If travel is required for consulting services described in Appendix A, Scope of Services, the SBA will reimburse travel costs in accordance with state travel guidelines in Section 112.061, Florida Statutes.

 

Also, provide recent examples (during the last three years) below of fees you have charged for comparable projects, if any.

Click or tap here to enter text.
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EXHIBIT 1	                                                                         Respondent Affirmations and Disclosures/Exceptions

Respondent Affirmations

By signing below, the Respondent affirms the following:

1. The Respondent has reviewed the minimum qualifications and meets the eligibility criteria set forth in this ITN.



2. The Respondent has the current capability to provide the proposed services, is willing to perform the services as described in this ITN, and commits to perform the work within the required time schedule, if any.



3. Respondent has submitted a redacted version of its response, if response contains information which the respondent claims to be proprietary and/or trade secret information that meets the definition set forth in Section 812.081 or Section 688.002, Florida Statutes. 



4. The Respondent and the agents, officers, principals, and employees thereof have not and will not participate in any communication prohibited in this ITN.



5. The response is made without prior understanding, agreement, or connection with any corporation, Respondent, or person submitting a response for the same services, and is in all respects fair and without collusion or fraud.  



6. The Respondent must agree not to engage in activities in connection with services for the FHCF which produce direct or indirect financial gain for the Respondent other than for the agreed upon compensation without the SBA’s written consent after being fully informed of such activities in writing.



7. The Respondent’s responses to the ITN are those of the Respondent and have not been copied or obtained from any other Respondent responding to any other ITN or competitive proposal whether in Florida or elsewhere either in the past or present.


8. If awarded, Respondent must accept and enter into a written services contract with the SBA to include the specific scope of work and SBA specific terms and conditions. If Respondent does not agree to any terms specified within this ITN, including the Standard Clauses for SBA Contracts (Appendix B), Respondent shall specifically identify exceptions in the space provided below, or submit a red-line addendum containing all proposed changes with response. Final language will be negotiated in the contract negotiation phase. Any terms or conditions set forth in this ITN for which Respondent does not specifically identify below or submit a red-line addendum are deemed accepted by Respondent.



Any disclosures or exceptions to be made in relation to these affirmations must be explicitly stated below. If respondent does not have any exceptions, indicate “none” in the space below.

		Click or tap here to enter text.



Conflicts of Interest

The Respondent must disclose whether any officer, director, employee, or agent is also a current or former employee of the SBA.  All Respondents must further disclose any factors, financial or otherwise, known to them which may give rise to a conflict of interest between the Respondent and the SBA and its employees, or have the effect of impacting the ability of the Respondent to meet its responsibilities, duties, and obligations to the SBA, as set forth in this ITN.

Explain in detail any potential for conflict of interest that would be created if your company provided services for the SBA. Include any activities of affiliated, subsidiary or parent organizations as well as other client relationships that might inhibit services to the SBA. Please disclose any business relationships and/or financial arrangements with any compliance system provider or investment manager that currently provides, or might be eligible to provide, compliance or investment management services to the SBA.

Provide clear explanation of any conflicts below. If Respondent does not have any conflicts to disclose, indicate “none” in the space below.

		Click or tap here to enter text.



The Respondent hereby certifies that all information provided in this response is true and correct, that I am authorized to sign this response for the Vendor, and that I am authorized to bind the Respondent to all commitments made in its response.



		Click or tap here to enter text.		

		Click or tap to enter a date.

		(Signature)

		

		(Date)



		

Click or tap here to enter text.

		

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		(Print Name)

		

		(Title)
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Submission Checklist



☐ Respondent has reviewed the SBA website at www.sbafla.com for any amendments, corrections,         and/or clarification responses issued

☐ Response is organized as follows:

☐ Response Cover Page

☐ Redlined version of standard clauses in Appendix B, as applicable

☐ Redacted Response, as applicable

	☐ Affirmations and Disclosures/Exceptions (Exhibit 1)

	☐ Services Questionnaire (Exhibit 2)

☐ Vendor Questionnaire (Exhibit 3)

☐ Fee Proposal (Exhibit 4)

☐ Proposal of Fees Form (Exhibit 4a)

☐ Technology Questionnaire (Exhibit 5), as applicable

☐ Respondent has provided the required references

☐ Respondent has provided the required audited financial statements

☐ Respondent has provided the required Service Organization Control (SOC) report, as applicable




EXHIBIT 2		Services Questionnaire

		cFIRM INFORMATION 



		Firm Name: 

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Contact:

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Address:

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Telephone:

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Email:

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		Date:

		Click or tap to enter a date.



All responses must include answers to all questions set forth in this Exhibit 2. All factual responses will be subject to verification for completeness and accuracy. THE PERSON(S) COMPLETING THE QUESTIONNAIRE MUST BE KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT THE VENDOR’S BUSINESS AND OPERATIONS. A PERSON AUTHORIZED TO BIND THE RESPONDENT TO ALL COMMITMENTS MADE IN RESPONSE MUST BE THE SIGNATORY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

Firm Background and Experience

		1.1

		If applicable, describe your company, how it is organized, how long has it been in operation and what resources are available to perform the services listed in Appendix A.  Describe the ownership structure, including subsidiary and affiliated companies, and joint venture relationships.  Are there any planned material changes in ownership or structure expected over the next five years?



Click or tap here to enter text.





		1.2

		List the names and titles of the professionals who would perform the claims examinations.  Include biographical summaries, credentials, specific experience, any special expertise, and information concerning the education, qualifications, position in your company, and years with your company. (These individuals must meet minimum qualifications in Section 5.9). Specify whether the identified professionals are employees or subcontractors.



Click or tap here to enter text.





		1.3

		Describe your experience in providing similar services to other clients within the last three years. Where possible, provide the name, address and phone number of the client and key contact. 



Click or tap here to enter text.





		1.4

		Has the Respondent or key personnel ever failed to fulfill its obligations under a contract with a previous client? If so, please explain. 



Click or tap here to enter text.





		1.5

		List and describe the Respondent’s professional or financial relationships involving the SBA over the past 5 years. Indicate if none.



Click or tap here to enter text.

 



		1.6

		Describe why the Respondent’s service offering is superior to the services offered by your competition. Clearly define your competitive advantages in this function.



Click or tap here to enter text.





		1.7

		Describe the type of audits or examinations the Respondent has performed in the last five years.



Click or tap here to enter text.





		1.8

		Describe Respondent’s experience reviewing, and interpreting policy coverages related to personal residential, commercial residential, mobile home, farm owners, and other covered policies identified in Section 215.555, Florida Statutes.



Click or tap here to enter text.





		1.9

		Describe the Respondent’s experience in conducting examinations of companies writing residential property insurance policies. Describe the type of examination work conducted.



Click or tap here to enter text.





		1.10

		Describe the Respondent’s experience in conducting examinations of residential and commercial property insurance claims information. Describe the type of examination work conducted and specify the type of insurance claims examined.



Click or tap here to enter text.





		1.11

		Describe the Respondent’s experience, if any, performing property claims audits for reinsurers.



Click or tap here to enter text.





		1.12

		Identify the internal and external entities that audit, regulate, and review the Respondent’s services. Briefly discuss the frequency and scope of audits performed during the last three years.



Click or tap here to enter text.





		1.13

		Describe the level of management review within your organization applied to your workpapers and reports during and at the conclusion of an examination. The claims exams are conducted in phases as described in the scope of work and each phase requires completion and approval in a timely manner prior to continuing to the next phase. Describe how management would ensure work is submitted on a timely basis and how issues with untimely completion are resolved by the Respondent.



Click or tap here to enter text.





		1.14

		Elaborate on the Respondent’s capabilities to provide any other related services to the FHCF which are not already described in your response.



Click or tap here to enter text.





		1.15

		Provide any other information that you believe would be of value to the SBA in the selection process.



Click or tap here to enter text.









Capability/Resources Required to Provide Services

		2.1

		Describe your firm’s capability, resources, and approach to provide the services described in Appendix A and the value of your firm will provide to the FHCF, if selected.



Click or tap here to enter text.





		2.2

		Describe how priorities are set and resources are assigned for clients.



Click or tap here to enter text.



		2.3

		Describe how the Respondent will ensure there are sufficient, qualified staff to perform the work specified in this ITN throughout the contract term. Do you anticipate adding staff? If so, identify the number of additional staff needed. Describe the type of work that will be performed by each additional staff member (e.g., administrative, technical).



Click or tap here to enter text.



		2.4

		Describe how management ensures services provided to a client are in accordance with proper standards of care, regulatory requirements, and the executed contract for the services. Identify controls currently in place to ensure that these services are in accordance with the instructions issued by the client.



Click or tap here to enter text.



		2.5

		Comment on the Respondent’s personnel turnover in the audit or examination services area in the past three years. Differentiate between individuals leaving the organization and those moving to other departments within the organization. Describe your efforts to attract and maintain qualified examiners.



Click or tap here to enter text.



		2.6

		With regard to personnel leaving or moving to other departments, describe how the Respondent handles training of replacements for existing client relationships.



Click or tap here to enter text.





		2.7

		Specify how soon the Respondent would be available to conduct claims examinations on behalf of the FHCF.



Click or tap here to enter text.









Technology and Protection of Confidential Information

		3.1

		Describe the type of work the Respondent has done using Microsoft Access, Excel and Word. Please address each.


Click or tap here to enter text.





		3.2

		Describe your experience using electronic audit/examination workpaper software. Specify the type of software used.  



Click or tap here to enter text.



		3.3

		Describe your experience with the Workiva electronic workpaper software.  Indicate if none. 


Click or tap here to enter text.







		3.4

		Describe how the Respondent secures laptops, desktop computers and data storage devices to ensure protection of confidential data. Also, describe how often the protective measures are reviewed and updated and how you ensure remote workers apply the protection.



Click or tap here to enter text.



		3.5

		Any exposure information made available to the Respondent, which is received or reviewed while performing loss reimbursement examination services, is confidential in accordance with Section 215.557, Florida Statutes, and shall not be disseminated to anyone outside the SBA. The strict confidentiality of any information made available to the Respondent while performing loss reimbursement examination services shall be maintained. This confidentiality shall not expire upon termination of the awarded contract but shall survive unless and until the Respondent receives written permission from the SBA to release or disseminate to individuals outside the SBA. 

Describe the Respondent’s capability to comply with the FHCF’s expectation of maintaining confidentiality and define measures for protecting and destroying confidential information, including capabilities for maintaining a secure site for storage of archived records.



Click or tap here to enter text.



		3.6

		Explain in detail any potential for conflict of interest that would be created if you provide services to the SBA/FHCF.  Include any activities of affiliated, subsidiary or parent organizations, FHCF participants, as well as other client relationships that might inhibit services to the SBA/FHCF.  



A list of the 2022/2023 FHCF participants can be downloaded from the “2022/2023 FHCF Coverage Selections & Premium Calculations” section on the below linked web page:

http://fhcf.paragon.aonbenfield.com/rates-and-premium/2022/



A list of the 2022/2023 and 2023/2024 RAP participants can be downloaded from the following link:

https://www.sbafla.com/fsb/Portals/FSB/Content/FHCF/RAP/List_of_RAP_Insurers_9_23_22.pdf?ver=2022-09-27-081823-923



Click or tap here to enter text.





References

Please provide three (3) references for which you have provided similar services within the past three years.  Include the following information for each reference:

· Firm name

· Contact person

· Telephone number

· E-mail address

· Project/engagement lead

· Dates of service

· Summary of work performed or services provided

		Click or tap here to enter text.



























Certification

The undersigned certifies that he/she:

· is knowledgeable about the submitting Firm’s business and operations;

· has read and understands all of the questions contained in the questionnaire;

· has reviewed and/or supplied full and complete responses to each question;

· to the best of his/her knowledge, information, and belief, confirms that the Firm’s responses are true, accurate and complete, including all attachments, if applicable;

· understands that the SBA will rely on the information disclosed in the questionnaire when entering into a contract with the Firm;

· is under an obligation to update the information provided herein to include any material changes to the Firm’s responses at the time of response submission through the contract award notification and may be required to update the information at the request of the SBA prior to the award and/or approval of a contract, or during the term of the contract; and

		

Click or tap here to enter text.

		

		Click or tap to enter a date.

		(Signature)

		

		(Date)



		

Click or tap here to enter text.

		

		Click or tap here to enter text.

		(Print Name)

		

		(Title)





·  is authorized to bind the Respondent to all commitments made in its response.
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Sheet1

														Exhibit 4(a)

		Florida Hurricane Catastrophe Fund

		Fee Proposal

		Invitation to Negotiate for Claims Examination Services

		Note: Only complete the cells highlighted in yellow.  Other cells contain formulas that calculate automatically.



				Respondent:

				Type of Exam		Expanded		Regular		Limited		RAP



				Estimated Hours		100		90		30		30

				Estimated travel days*		3-4		2-3		none		none



				Base Exam Price*

				Travel expenses

				Other expenses



				Total Proposed Cost		$   - 0		$   - 0				$   - 0



				Hourly Rate 

				(for Consulting Service exclusive of travel expenses)





				*Actual cost (exclusive of  travel expenses)

				** Travel expenses should be based on average costs for the number of travel days, not the highest cost, i.e. New York City.
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Appendix A	 Scope of Services

Scope of Services


The following describes the scope of services desired. Requirements in Appendix A are intended to provide Respondents with sufficient basic information to submit responses meeting minimum requirements but is not intended to limit a response's content or exclude any relevant or essential data. 

Purpose/Objectives

The State Board of Administration (SBA) is issuing this ITN for the purpose of soliciting responses from qualified individuals or firms (hereinafter referred to as Respondents) offering claims examination services to review losses reported by participating insurers of the Florida Hurricane Catastrophe Fund (FHCF) as further described in the Scope of Services in Appendix A. In addition to the FHCF, the SBA administers the Reinsurance to Assist Policyholders (RAP) program and the Florida Optional Reinsurance Assistance (FORA) program. The claims examination services could apply to any of the three programs described herein.

The successful Respondent(s) will need to demonstrate exceptional credentials and expertise necessary to provide such claims examination services.  To be considered, each Respondent’s response must meet the standards and requirements set forth in Section 7, Response Submission Requirements.  

The SBA intends to select up to 5 Respondents to provide claims examination services; however, the actual pool may be more or less, as determined by the SBA, in its sole discretion, at any time during this ITN process.  The examination process is intended to meet the requirements of the SBA’s duties under the law.  Section 215.555(4)(f), Florida Statutes, states, in part, “in order to ensure that insurers have properly reported the losses for which reimbursements have been made, the board shall inspect, examine, and verify the records of each insurer’s covered policies… for the specific purpose of validating the accuracy of… losses required to be reported under the terms and conditions of the reimbursement contract.”  Similar authority is provided under the applicable statutes creating RAP and FORA. 

On September 28, 2022, Hurricane Ian made its first U.S. landfall at 3:05 p.m. near Cayo Costa in southwestern Florida as a Category 4 storm. As a result of this event, reimbursements are currently being made to FHCF participants as well as insurers covered under RAP in Contract Year 2022.   Examinations will be conducted to verify the accuracy of reported losses in both programs. The SBA is seeking proposals from qualified and experienced Respondents to conduct those claims examinations.

Scope of Work



The FHCF currently anticipates approximately 100 companies will receive reimbursement from the FHCF and/or RAP programs for Hurricane Ian and will determine which companies will be examined. The FHCF expects to conduct 30 to 40 examinations per year. In addition to the examinations the FHCF has a need for general consulting services such as reviewing post exam loss development, reviewing updated proof of loss reports as a result of exam findings, reviewing outstanding losses on unpaid claims, and other claim review related services. The anticipated start date for the Hurricane Ian exam services is November 2023 and the general consulting services thereafter as necessary. If there are future hurricanes, similar services may be needed during the contract term. On average exams require approximately 80 billable hours; however, this may vary depending on the complexity and number of claims reimbursed. The general consulting services will be on an as needed basis and the number of hours will vary. The FHCF intends to enter into a five-year contract with one or more Respondents. 



The FHCF staff determines the priority and general timeline for all exams. The FHCF will notify each insurer 60 to 90 days before its exam is scheduled to commence. Any records required to be submitted in advance by the insurer will be due within 30 days of the date of the notification letter. 



Exams are categorized by the amount of FHCF reimbursements paid with an hourly budget for each category. For expanded exams, the budget is 100 hours, for regular exams, the budget is 90 hours, and for limited and RAP exams, the budget is 30 hours. Historically, the overall average number of hours to complete each exam scheduled for the three categories combined is approximately 80 hours. The exam includes three phases conducted over a three to four month period.  

The examination phases are:

· Planning - to be completed prior to the scheduled exam start date

· Testing - on-site/remote work to be completed within one week of scheduled exam start date

· Wrap-up – to be completed three to six weeks after conclusion of on-site/remote testing 

Examinations are often conducted remotely depending on the insurers’ capability to accommodate a remote examination; however, the FHCF, at its discretion, may require the field work to be performed on-site at a company location.



If the selected Respondent(s) is a firm, the FHCF expects the management of that firm to train qualified staff to conduct the examinations and oversee the work conducted at their own expense. The FHCF will provide the initial examination expectations (e.g., examination program) and any subsequent changes to these expectations as needed; however, it is the responsibility of the selected Respondent(s) to ensure all staff assigned to conduct examinations meet the minimum qualifications as outlined in Section 5.9, Minimum Qualifications. The FHCF will hold the management of the selected Respondent(s) responsible for any work the FHCF finds unacceptable.



The examination services require the Respondents to have an excellent working knowledge of Microsoft Access, Microsoft Excel (or similar), Microsoft Word (or similar), Adobe Acrobat (or similar) and electronic workpaper platforms where files are uploaded, downloaded, and information is entered into a cloud solution. The FHCF utilizes the Workiva Wdesk application as the workpaper solution and it includes the applications listed above. An excellent working knowledge of these applications is essential as all examination documents are to be prepared using these programs or similar Workiva Wdesk applications. The FHCF will not provide information technology support for examiners. The FHCF receives large volumes of data, which the Respondents must be able to review and use. Respondents to this ITN must be able to set up tables and run queries in Microsoft Access. 



Respondents must have experience interpreting policy coverages and claims information on residential and commercial property policies.



A successful Respondent must agree to maintain confidentiality of all data reviewed. If the Respondent is a firm, the SBA expects to be assigned a dedicated client servicing team consisting of knowledgeable, experienced, and responsive individuals. However, this does not preclude a Respondent that is not a firm.



The claims examination program requires the examiner to review, on a sample basis, individual claims to determine if the claims are covered by the FHCF and reported accurately. The FHCF will be available at any time to assist the examiner with questions related to FHCF coverage.



Once the examiner’s review of claims is complete, a report is prepared and submitted to the FHCF. The examination workpapers, which include all documentation from the examination to support the examiner’s report, is submitted to the FHCF within three to six weeks following the last day of the review of claims.



Documentation from the examination becomes the property of the FHCF. The examiner is permitted to keep a copy of the documentation until such time as the examiner is notified by the FHCF that the examination is closed. The FHCF requires the selected Respondent(s) to submit an approved plan for destruction of the records and sign an agreement to maintain the confidentiality of all FHCF data. Pursuant to s. 215.557, Florida Statutes, information contained in an examination report may be confidential and exempt from the provisions of s. 119.07(1), Florida Statutes and s. 24 (a), Article I of the State Constitution.



The FHCF expects the selected Respondent(s) to review all examination workpapers for accuracy and completeness before submitting the workpapers to the FHCF for review. The FHCF is developing a cloud based electronic workpaper platform and all work will be completed and submitted within the platform. The workpapers will be reviewed at the end of each phase of the exam for acceptability and the examiner may be asked to correct any work that is found unacceptable at no additional cost to the FHCF.



Using the examiner’s report, the FHCF will determine the final examination recommendation to the insurer. Examiners do not make recommendations to an insurer while conducting the examination.  The final examination recommendations will be communicated through the examination report.  The FHCF will notify the insurer of the results of the examination and will follow-up with the insurer. The examiner may have to participate in and support the findings in exit conferences with insurers or any follow-up meetings where the examination work is referenced. Any exit conference or subsequent meeting are generally conducted only at the request of the insurer and may not be necessary after each examination.

Deliverables

Major Deliverables

The firm selected to perform the required services must provide the following deliverables to SBA Management: 

Interim progress reports (if requested)

Draft report on examination and supporting workpapers

Memoranda and supporting workpapers for services described in the scope as general consulting as requested by the SBA  
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